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Effect of Shock Waves on Armco Iron and Copper 

FIG. 5. MicrostrucLUles of copper after shock 
loading at 500 :) (a) and 4000 (bl. Cooling in water; 

x 100. 
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process this difference is quite natural, and is evidence ~f the important part heat stored in the metal 
plays in deforming it. Grain refinement is also observed at the actual surface of the copper specimen, 
wher~ c~~iing is greate~ than- i'n the -ce~tre.- ' The re~rystallization m~st'th~refore be f'inished immediately 
after the shock-wave frollt ha~ passe~, even before the specimen js dropped into the water. - . ~ - - - - -

:- -- -- -A-uxiliary _experimeI!t~ \¥e~l:ll£rfornied 0n specim~I)_§ "<]f ~PrDmer~La~-gr:~de~l~!IJjni~m!- which underwent 
::>big:>d~form~tions (up to 24%) by shock. , The analogous presence of secondary recr~st.alli~ation was 
~~te=;t~i wh~~ they ~~ere mi~roanalYzed. ' - - - '-'' - - , - - - - - - , ' . " 

A peculiarity of the effe~t" ~{~h~~k' ';;ve's h~~"bee~ ~~t;bli~h~J"~-:(8].- The~ -is
o 

a change in the 
mechanisms of plastic deformation at certain ~haracteristic wave pressures . In particular, for each metal 
under loading programmes similar to that described above, there exists a pressure at which the velocity of 
the plastic becomes equal to that of the elastic wave. Under these conditions there ~rises a characteristic 
state which is accompanied by loss oOattice stllb.iLity and, is due to_the_ rugh levels _of the instantaneous 
tangential stres~es whicn nave not been -su~cessf~lly r~la~ed'- ThI~ "state has a -close analogy to a phase 
transition. 

In [10,11] it has been shown that total secondary recrystallization of iron will take place at room 
temperature under pressures above 670 kbur, where the hansition of shock momentum to a single wave 
structure takes place. Of course, · at elevated temperatures the second-ary recrystallization should start 
at a lower pressure, which we were also able to show in this work. A prior rise in temperature is to a 
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